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Abstract 
Isakov, V., Stability estimates for obstacles in inverse scattering, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 42 (1992) 79-88. 
In this paper we estimate distances between two soft obstacles in terms of corresponding scattering 
amplitudes. The estimate is of logarithmic type and it is obtained by using estimates for continuation of 
solutions of e!liptic equations and some methods of potential theory. Scattering amplitudes are given for one 
frequency comparable with size of scatterer and for all directions of receiver. 
Keywords: Inverse scattering, potential theory, numerical methods. 
Inverse scattering problems consist in finding unknown inhomogeneities in a medium from a 
far-field knowledge of a given wave. Such problems have many important applications, we refer 
to [3,7] as well as to numerous papers on this subject. Uniqueness theorems in inverse 
scattering have been obtained by Faddeev, Nachman, Sylvester and Uhlmann (see [9,11]) for 
potential scattering, by Lax, Phillips and Schiffer (see [3,7]) for scattering by an impenetrable 
domain and by Isakov [5] in case of penetrable domains. We refer to those books and papers 
for further references concerning uniqueness. Stability of recovery of scatterer is crucial for 
convergence rates of numerical methods and also it shows in what functional spaces related 
operators are continuous. For numerical methods in inverse scattering we refer to [6]. Stability 
in the inverse potential scattering at fixed energy has been recently considered by Stefanov [lo] 
who reduced this question to stability estimates of [l] for the inverse problem with a given 
Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. As far as we know at present there are no stability estimates in the 
shape reconstruction problem. A purpose of this paper is to fill the gap. As an example we 
consider the acoustic scattering by waves when the far-field pattern is given for one frequency 
cornpartible with size of scatterer and we obtain logarithmic stability estimates for star-shaped 
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smooth obstacles. However, we hope that these restrictions are not essential and we will be 
able to consider other types of boundary conditions (Neumann data and transmission problems) 
as well as &more general domains. It looks t at logarithmic estimates are in fact optimal and 
they cannot be replaced by Holder-type estimates unless boundaries of scatterers are analytic. 
n is the n-dimensional Euclidean space of points x = !x,, . . . , xn) equipped with the 
,r=(x(,o=r-lx,B(x;r)istheball{y: Ix-y(<r)andZistheboundaryofthe 
unit sphere U3(0; 1). I l I A_+~( D) is the norm in the Holder space Ck+A( D). By C we denote 
(different) constants depending only on R,, which is introduced later on. 
1. Formulation of the results 
Consider the scattering problem 
4u + ~34 = 0, in !R3\& 
ec=O, on 3D, 
u(x)=exp(i&x)+u(x), eER3, ]:I =K, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where L’ satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
o-Vu(x)+iKv(x)=o , as r goesto+m. (4) 
We assume that domains D are star-shaped, i.e.! D is (x: r <d(a)); moreover, they are 
uniformly smooth: 
1 
!dlz+&Z)<R1, iZ<d<R,. 
1 
(5) 
It is well known that 
v(x) =I--’ exp(ihr)A(a, 5) +0(1-l), as r goes to + 00, (6) 
where A is called the scattering amplitude. 
The inverse problem of scattering by obstacle D is to find D given A. Our goal is to prove 
the following stability estimate for this problem. 
1. Let D,, D, be two domains satisfying (5) and let A,, A, be the corresponding 
scattenjzg amplitudes. If 
IA2-A,I(o,&)<~<& forsome& j&=l=K<p,anda!krE& 
3RO 
then for the Hausdofl distance between D,, D, we haL?e 
dist( D,, D,) < C(log( -log E))-~“. 
(7) 
(8) 
The proof of this estimate is based on some auxiliary results given in Sections 2-5. 
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We will use the well-known fundamental solution 
1 
K(x, Y) =4--(exp(iKlx-y])Ix-y]-I 
to the Helmholtz equation in the three-dimensional space. Referring to [3, 9.701, we claim that 
dx) = / dy) 
aK(x, Y) au 
aN(y) 
- -K(x, y) N(y), XE R3\f& 
r aNo9 (9) 
where r = afl E C2, 0 is a bounded simply connected domain in R3 and v E C2(R3\0) is a 
solution to (1) satisfying the radiation condition (4). 
2. Uniform bounds for u 
Here we give bounds for a solution u to the scattering problem (l)-(4) which depend only on 
the constant R, in condition (5) and which do not depend on a domain D. 
Lemma 2. If u is a solution to the exterior Dirichlet problem (l)-(4) with D sa fisfying (5), then 
1 u 12+dR3 \D) < C. 
Ikof. It is sufficient to bound only v. 
Let Bj be the balls B(0; &). If I v I &B3\D) < CLthen by the known Schauder-type 
estimates for the elliptic problem (A + K2)V = 0 in B,\D, v(x) = - exp(it ax) on aD (see [4, 
Theorem 1.3.31 or [8, Theorem 6.3.81, where a related local transformation of variables reduces 
our more general case to the case of a half-ball) we conclude that I v I 2+A( B, \ D) < C, 
therefore the @auchy data for v are bounded by C in L,(aB,) and using the representation (9) 
we conclude that I u I 2+A(R3\B2) < C. 
Now, assume that the claim of Lemma 2 is false. By using the previous observation we 
conclude that there are sequences of domains D, and solutions ~1~ to the exterior problem 
(l)-(4) with D = D, such that I vk I o( B3\Dk) > k, I d, 1 2+h < C. Dividing vk by its ! 0 I o-norm 
we get a new sequence v#~ with I v++~ ] o(33\Dk) = 1 and with I v#~ I z+h(aD) < C/k. As above 
by Schauder estimates we have I v #k I 2+A(, B3 \ D) < C. By using extension theorems for v#~ (cf. 
[4, Theorem 1.1.11) we may assume that this estimate is valid on B,, so we can extract a 
C2( B,)-convergent subsequence w, = vktrn 
4 
. Using the representation (9) of w, with J2 = B, we 
obtain that w, is convergent in, say, C (R3 \B2) as well and that its limit v satisfies the 
radiation condition. Similarly we may assume that the functions d, defining D,,, converge in C2 
to a function d E C2+’ defining the domain D. Since w, converges to 0 on a0, we conclude 
that w E C2(R3\o) and by using the representation (9) as above we obtain that it satisfies the 
radiation condition. Since w, goes to zero on aD, we have the zero Dirichlet condition for w. 
So this function is a solution to the homogeneous exterior problem (l)-(4), by known result; 
w = 0. On the other hand, by the choice, i w, I o( B, \ D,(,,) = 1. Passing to the limit we obtain 
the same relation for w on B, \D. This contradiction shows that the initial assumption is 
false. cl 
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From this lemma it follows that for the whole familv {D} there is a ball B = B(0; R), 
R > 4R, + 8, such that 
ul>+, 0nB. (IO) 
‘To prove this fact we observe that according to Lemma 2 we have 1 u 1 2(R3 \B(O; R,)) < C. The 
art c of 11 admits the representation (9) with 0 = B(0; R,). From this representation it follows 
< $ on aB(O; R) because K, VK decay for large r and the Cauchy data of u on U2 are 
uniformty bounded. 
From now on we fix the ball B. 
3. From far-field to near-field 
In this section we bound IL near aB in terms of the scattering amplitude A. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that 
~rn*“b~pf” GM* and c bi < E*. 
If e G l/e, p/p1 G l/e, p1 < 1, then 
~m2mb~p2m < 2M2 exp( -( -log •)l’~). 
Proof. Choose 
then 
N = $(-log E)l’*; 
2N 
c m2mb~p2m<M2 
maN 
&f* exp( -( -log #*), 
due to the condition p/p1 < l/e. 
On the other hand, 
c m2mbLp2m < (N)2N~2 = exp(2N log N + 2 log E) 
m<N 
G exp( - (log #*), 
because this inequality is equivalent to the inequality 2N log N - 8N2 < - 3 N, which follows 
from the inequality N log N G 2N2 due to the condition E < l/e. 
Summing up completes the proof. q 
Lemma 4. .Crom (7) it follows that 
lu, -u21(B(O; R+ l)\B) <E, =C exp(-(-log E)~‘*). 
f. It is sufficient to bound u, - u2. 
Referring to [2] we have 
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where IYA1) 
aprm -p?;- =
is the Hankel function and Pr, is an orthogonal projector in the space L,(Z), 
0 if .+ z I. TIIe sym in over m = I); 1; 2; _ _ , _ ii is known that 
m 
e2,,,(r) - ; 9 ( 1 for large m, 
uniformly with respect to r < rO. 
Since by Lemma 2, I] Vj 11 (L,@B(O; fR))) < C, we conclude that 
II PrmAj II 2tL2(Z)) < C* 
(12) 
(13) 
We are going to bound 
2m 
II(Vl -v2)(ro)(12(L2(Z))<CC IIPrm(A,-A2)II” 
<C exp(-(-log ~)l’~), R- 1 <r<2R, 
if we apply Lemma 3 with bm = II Pr,< A, - A2) ]I, p1 = 8/(eR) and p = 2/(er). Integrating this 
inequality with respect to r over (R, R i- 1) we obtain 
II u1 -u211(L2(($R< 1x1 <R)j) <C exp(-(-log #‘). 
Since u1 - u2 solves the Helmholtz equation on lR3 \@U; $R) and it is bounded there by 
Lemma 2 from interior Schauder estimates (see [8, Theorem 6.2.61) and from the estimate 
obtained, we get the conclusion of Lemma 4. q 
4. Bounds up to a(D, uB,) 
The next step is evaluation of u1 - u2 on B\(D, UD,). 
Lemma 5. If 
lu1- Uf I <El, on B(0; R + l)\B, 
therL 
If+- u2 I <e, = C llog E* I -l”, on B\(D, uD2). 
Proof. As above we may estimate only v1 - v2. 
From Lemma 2 it follows that I Uj I 20R3 \Dj> < C. By applying extension theorems [4, 
Theorem 1.1.11 we can assume that Vi is defined on R3 and it satisfies a similar estimate. Since 
Uj satisfies the radiation condition, it can be represented by a volume potential 
vj(x) = lfi(Y)K(x9 Y) dYY 
where fj( Y) = -(A + K2)Vj(Y) is supported in ~j. SO u1 - u2 is represented by a volume 
potential over D, u D, and the further proof coincides with that of [4, Lemma 3.6.3 (part c)] 
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because complex-analytic properties of the kernel K and of the classical Newtonian kernel are 
cite similar. F 
Lemma 6. l’ 
2% -“;1I <c*, m a(D, u D,) 
and K < 4(3RJ, then 
urI <Q=CE~, onD,\D,. 
f. The function u+(x) = COS(__T,! > cos&) > 0 on the ball B(0; R,) which contains D,. 
We have (A + K%L~ = 0 on Dz\ D, and 1 u1 i <I c2 on its boundary because Uj = 0 on a0, and 
because 1 q 1 = 1 u2 + (I+ - n,) 1 = 1 uI - u2 1 < E2zn aO,\D,. Let ur = U+W; then w solves the 
elliptic equation ucAw + 2Qu +- VW = 0 on D,\D, satisfying the conditions of the maximum 
principle for its solutions and 1 w 1 < E-J 1 u + 1 < CE* on a( D, \ D,). By the maximum principle 
we have 1 w 1 < CQ on D, \ D,. Returning to u t completes the proof. 0 
5. Back to 3B 
Now we obtain &portant estimates of the continuation of a solution to the Helmholtz 
equation from D, \G, back to the exterior which will explicitly involve distances between D, 
and D,. This is a base for a crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Introduce the plane sectorial domain 
a=(r _* =ri + ir,. larg rl car, irl <R,+l). 
Lemma 7. Assume that 
$R<R,<2R. (14) 
Let a function p(r) be harmonic on n\[O, p], p = 0 on HZ and y = 1 on (O- p). Then 
c c 
, C=C(ff,Rz), 05) 
provided p < r < R,. 
4. Introduce the new variable 
( P 
?;/(2a) 
+J= - . 
r
The image of n\[O, pl under this conformal map is the domain 
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and the function V(S) = p(r) is harmonic on S, 0 on aS \[I, + 03) and 1 on [I, -t 00). Letting 
s0 = (p/( R, + 1))P/(2a) and observing that 
s- so 2 pii/(*a)( (R, + l)ri(2a) - RF/(*a))r-“/(*a)y( R, + 1)“‘” 
P 
t 1 
7r/(*a) 
ac-’ - 
5 
r 
when p < r < R,, we conclude that (15) follows from the inequality 
c-‘(s -SC)) < V(S) < cs, 
under the same restrictions on r. 
(16) 
To prove the left inequal+ 09nsider the domain S, = {sO < 3s) \[l + sO, + 00) and the 
function V&S) harmonic on 5,,, 3~~ = 0 on { 8 s = so} and v0 = 1 on [3 + sO, + 00). By the 
maximum principle we have v. < u. The function v. achieves its maximum at the point (so, O), 
so avo/$(so, 0) > 0 according to the Giraud principle (see [4, Corollary 1.3.21). Apparently, v. 
corresponding to different so differ by shifts. Using this observation and the Taylor formula we 
obtain the left inequality of (16) with some C. 
To prove the right inequality of (16) we observe that as above u < v r, where v 1 is harmonic 
on (3s > O}\[l,+ 001, vr = 0 on {s = 0) and ZQ = 1 on [l, + 00). Since this function is zero at the 
origin and it is differentiable there, we obtain the claim. 0 
Denote by conix’; p) the cone 
( 
1 
x: I ix-x0)-1(x-x0)- IxOI-‘xOl cc, lx-x01 <p 
1 
y 
with the vertex x0 and with the axis direction I x0 I -‘x0. 
Lemma 8. Zf 
I u1 I < e3, on con@‘; p), 
for some x0 E i3D,, p <R, then 
I u, I <C&‘, on aB. 
Proof. According to the definition u r( x) = exp(ix - 5) + v,(x) where v1 satisfies the radiation 
condition (4). As observed above, we have I u 1 I 2( B \ D, ) < C. Therefore a similar bound is 
valid for v,. Using extension theorems as in the proof of Lemma 5 we obtain the representation 
of v, by volume potentials: 
VI(X) = lDf(y)K(x5 Y) dY, (17) 
where IfIo(DI)<C. 
We may assume co = (1, 0, 0). Introduce new polar coordinates r, c~ with the origin at 
d(rro)ao. We are going to continue v, complex-analytically to a sector of the complex plane 
r 1 =r -!- ir, and to bound the continuation. Since aD, is Lipschitz, we conclude that a cone 
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con(~p, < 0) u {u: c C( yz + yf)} contains D,. We consider x = (r, 0, 0). Letting a* = 1 + 1/(2C) 
we get 
if rz < (1 - a-%;. Therefore, the function K(x, y) as a function of r has the complex-analytic 
continuation onto the domain J2 described before Lemma 7 with some cy depending on a (or 
0. Since y: < C(y,Z Cy, *) for y ED,, from (18) we conclude that 1 K(x, y) 1 < C/l y 1 for such 
x and y. Now, from the integral representation (17) it follows that ur has the compiex-analytic 
continuation onto 0 with the absolute value bounded by C. Therefore, the function h(r) = u 1( x) 
h per& 
< C on J2 and 1 h I < e3 on [0, p]. Since the function p(r) of Lemma 7 is the 
ha;-nonic measu? .e ~-.f the interva! [0, p] with respect to the point r and the domain In \ [0, p], 
we have 
when p < r < R. Using Lemma 7 we conclude that 
]u*] <Eq=CE$c*lc, on [(R - l)a,, Ra,]. 
Applying this argument to any ray originated at x0 and intersecting the cone co&“; p), we 
conclude that I u1 I < l 4 on a domain Do which is the union of the intersection of all such rays 
withtheannulus{R-l<IxI<R+l}. 
The function u1 solves a second-order elliptic equation on this annulus, it is bounded by C 
there and I u1 I < e4 on D,. By applying conditional (Hiilder) stability estimates for the Cauchy 
problem for elliptic equations (e.g., [4, Theorem 1.2.1 and Corollaries 1.2.2, 1.2.3]), we get 
“ontheannulus{R-~<]x]<R+$. 
up completes the proof. ~7 
6. m 1 and concluding remarks 
rem L. Let 2p be the maximum of I d, - d, I. 
(d, - d2Xvo) for some co. Since I dj I 2 < C, there is a 
d(xO)oo. 
From Lemmas 4 and 5 we have 
We may assume that this number is 
cone con(x’; p) c (D,\D,), x0 = 
1% 34 -=E* =C]log EJ-1’c, on R3‘,(D, uD,), 
and from Lemmas 6 and 8 we get 
lu,l <Cllog El+‘==C exp -; itog(-log E) , on aB. 
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So using the condition (10) we get 
1 I PC 
c <exp \ 
---C log(-log E) 
or by taking logarithms 
-c < --PC log( -log E), 
which gives 
p < C(log( -log E))_““. 
Since p is 4 max 1 d, - d, 1, this completes the proof. •I 
Probably the estimate (8) is optimal and it cannot be replaced by the better estimate 
dist(D,, 02) < C( -log l )-l”, (19) 
unless we assup” + .b .hat the functions dj defining a0, are analytic and they can be complex-ana- 
lytically extended onto an l/&-neighborhood of C in C” where they are bbtindcd by R,. Then 
by using the results of [8, Theorems 6.7.5’, 6.7.6’1, a solution Uj can be analytically (and with 
some bound of the absolute va!ue) extended across a0, onto a l/C-neighborhood of “Dj. From 
the estimates for the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations [4, Corollary 1.2.31, we obtain that 
Ed in Lemma 5 can be replaced by CE~ . ‘I’ Repeating Lemmas 5-8 we get the better final 
estimate (19). 
We remark that the same estimate is valid if we replace the Dirichlet condition (2) by the 
Neumann condition 
at.4 
-=0, onaD, 
aN 
or even by a more general elliptic boundapj value condition. One must only slightly modify 
Lemma 6 to get stability of recovery ucl in L),\D, from the new boundary data on the 
boundary of this open set. 
Another important observation is that the second condition (7) requires use of a frequency 
related to size of scatterer D. In principle we are able to estimate stability of the analytic 
continuation of scattering amplitude A from the frequencies interval (K~, K*) to a frequency K 
satisfying (7). These estimates are of I-Iolder type with all constants depending on K~. So finally 
it will not change the estimate (8) except C will depend on ~~ as well. 
If A is given for one K not satisfying (7) and for all directions 6 of incident field, the proof 
has to be substantially modified. At present, there are no stability estimates for this case as well 
as for the inverse transmission problem where uniqueness has been obtained in [S]. We plan to 
consider these questions in future. 
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